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Abstract 

Fire risk assessment is the basic way to reduce and control the fire of high-rise buildings. In this essay the factors that affect the fire of 
high-rise buildings are analyzed to set up assessment index system of the fire rise for high-rise buildings whose main factors are fire safety 
hardware facilities, fire safety evacuation ability, building fire prevention capability and building fire safety management status. The gray 
risk degree method, AHP and the fuzzy evaluation method are used to establish the mathematical model. This model is applied to analyze 
and compare the fire risk of 5 high-rise buildings, such as Shaanxi Information Building, Zhongguancun Science and Technology Building 
and so on. The results show that the fire safety level of the high-rise buildings with function of office represented by the Shaanxi Information 
Building is “good”, but the fire extinguishing system and the fire elevator equipment still need to be checked and maintained regularly, while 
the fire safety level of the high-rise buildings with the functions of shopping malls and residential buildings is “medium”, which needs 
re-reasonable division of fire and smoke partition and improvement of the emergency response capability. 
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Nomenclature 

i      i -th element 
j      j -th element 

y      index value 
y*    optimal indicator set  
B      evaluation Criteria  
Ci(j)    dimensionless processing 
CI     consistency index 
CR     random consistency index 
E      initial matrix   
P      weights 
R      membership 
U      judgment matrix 
Greek symbols 
ηi(j)    correlation coefficient  
ρ    resolution factor 
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1. Introduction  

With the rapid development of China's economy, the high-rise buildings and super tall buildings have increased 
dramatically. The building height is rising, the volume span is growing as well. High-rise buildings are mostly integrated 
buildings, with diversified structures and functions, various facilities, high-density personnel, and complex fire incentives. In 
addition, due to high-altitude wind speed, the rapid spread of the fire, the remarkable chimney effect, the difficulty of 
personnel evacuation and saving of the high-rise buildings, once fire event appears, personal safety and social property will 
cause great loss. However, the amount of factors that affect the construction of fire is more, it is difficult to quantify the factors, 
and each factor are not independent from each other. A degree of ambiguity exists, so fire problem has been a worldwide 
problem for high-rise building [1]. 

Tian Y. M. et al. [2] attempted to combine the statistical probability method with the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation 
method to provide a new attempt for the high-rise civil building fire risk assessment method. Zhang L. N. et al. [3] 
comprehensively evaluated the fire risk situation of high-rise civil buildings by establishing an unidentified C-means 
clustering model. Fang Zh. et al. [4] used the statistical software SPSS combined with AHP to evaluate the risk of fire 
accidents in shopping malls. Li X. J. et al. [5] improved the interval analytic hierarchy method and the accident tree coupled to 
the fire risk assessment research. Lu Zh. M. et al [6] put forward a weight coefficient with confidence and variance, which was 
applied to fire risk assessment of high rise civil buildings. Although these studies have achieved some results, there are still 
some obvious deficiencies in the research of fire risk assessment theory and method of high-rise buildings. For example, the 
index system of fire risk assessment is quite different. For the calculation of index system, there are some defects in subjective 
empowerment. 

In this paper, the gray relational degree is used to solve the problem of non-quantification of different indexes [7]. The 
fuzzy level method is used to evaluate the fire risk of high-rise buildings, which solves the large quantity of mathematical 
statistics which is difficult to realize in practice and needs to meet the theoretical distribution. The gray relational degree can 
be used to obtain the scientific data of the fire hazard of the high-rise civil buildings with different functions, and further point 
out its corresponding weak links. It can also make up for the deficiency of fuzzy hierarchy process, which has directive 
significance for fire prevention design, improving fire safety environment and daily safety management of high-rise civil 
buildings. 

2. Establishing the evaluation index system 

There are many influencing factors of fire risk for high-rise buildings, and the comprehensive evaluation of each factor can 
be used to fully reflect the fire risk situation of high-rise buildings. According to the "Code for Fire Protection Design of 
High-rise Civil Buildings" [8], the fire acceptance and a large number of investigation and analysis of the relationship between 
the various factors of the analysis show that building fire safety hardware facilities, fire safety evacuation capability, building 
fire performance, and safety status of fire safety in construction units. The main content of the risk assessment index system of 
high-rise buildings, including 4 first-level indicators and 15 secondary indicators as shown in Fig 1. 
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